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Where do your ideas for research come from and how do you translate those ideas into research?

Dance education experience
Curiosity
How can we do our job better?
Observation
What is happening with students?
Why is it that way?
(Margaret)
(Nancy)
(Nancy)

Separate dance language from
research language

Have to make something simple
in order to be able to find an
answer

Don’t make assumptions

Try to make it as small as you can

(Margaret)

(Nancy)

Are there any difficulties that you have encountered conducting your own research and how did you
overcome them?

Difficulties of access to
equipment: make contacts,
network, volunteer to help
with others research to get to
know the equipment better.
Try to develop instruments of
your own.
Challenges often take you in
the right direction
(Margaret)

Difficulties of working in the field,
in a real-life situation with people:
timetable constraints, logistical
problems, etc
Give ownership to the people you
are working with: let them help in
developing research questions and
the timetable and ALWAYS give
them useful feedback
(Emma)

Ask for help, find in-roads, be creative, find mentors and
collaborators
When working with human subjects always make it as easy for
them as possible
(Nancy)

Questions from the audience:
How do you deal with problems of dropout and how can you promote compliance?

Outline the direct benefits but also
explain the indirect benefits:
learning something, providing them
with information.

Carefully plan from the outset.
Ask “when would be a good time for
you?”

When our research questions have to be reduced down to a level that allows for measurement, how do
we make our research seem interesting and relevant from the participant’s point of view?

Sometimes feedback needs to be
expanded so that is can be
contextualised. Interpret the findings
to a wider population.
From a teachers point of view a
fundamental question should be
extremely valuable when reapplied to
practice.

